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My life, inside this apartment is simple. It works, as long as I follow the rules.1. Don't leave the

apartment. Not in case of fire, not to mail a letter, not to run an errand. The door stays shut, and I

stay inside.2. Don't get attached to clients. I take off my clothes, I stand in front of the camera, and I

perform. What they want, I give. Their secrets, I keep. Everything I tell them, is a lie.3. Don't kill

anyone. I've obeyed that rule for over three years.My life, inside this apartment was simple, and it

worked. Then, I started breaking rules.Enter a world of lies, thrills, fears, and all desires, in this

original thriller from A. R. Torre.
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***If you are looking for a book about sex and romance this isn't the book for you. You should know

that going into this book it's unlike any other book you've read before and it's very unique but don't

give this book a bad review because you were expecting hot sex and romance***This is actually my

second time reading this book and unlike with some books it's even more enjoyable the second time

around than it was the first. Knowing a little more about what the story was about and what to

expect allowed me the second time around to really READ the story. I love this book it's totally and

completely unique and I have not read any book that even begins to compare to this book. It was so



different from what I read and I LOVED every second of it and would read it again. This book has

officially become part of my top 10 favorite books I have read this year so far and will stay in my top

10 for a long time to come.In this story we meet Deanna Martin but she no longer goes by the name

of Deanna she currently goes by the name of Jessica Manchild. Jessica is an online sex cammer

who charges $6.99 a minute who's only human interaction are her clients on the internet, Simon her

neighbor, and Jeremy the UPS delivery man. What I loved about this book were the clients and her

interaction with them, every client is different and at the beginning of each of the client sessions tells

you a little about the type of client they are and their interaction with one another. Deanna has her

whole life set up for her; she never leaves her apartment, all her food and supplies are delivered to

her, and she hasn't been outside of her apartment in three years. Why hasn't she been outside of

her apartment for the past three years?

I freaking loved this book! I can't tell you how excited I was when I was finished and thought I can't

wait to tell everyone about this story! It is so different than most of what is out there! (yes, all of the

exclamation points are very necessary) Don't let the blurb scare you. I was fine with it, but I can see

how for some it may seem a bit much. Just trust me on this one and read it! The psychotic and

psychological part of, The Girl in 6E, was dark and interesting. You hear of these people with

strange fetishes that spend all of their money on phone/internet sex but do you ever wonder why

they do this? What got them to this point? Well, Alessandra Torre gives you a view into this world.

Also, did I expect Jessica to have psychoses as well? No! But holy s*** does she have issues."My

secret, my obsession is worse than any of theirs. To contain it, I do the only thing I can. I lock myself

up. And in doing so, keep myself, and everyone else, safe." The sex camming is really only one

small piece of a very large puzzle. (A very lucrative piece, for sure) Jessica is very smart and super

observant due to the lifestyle she has chosen to live. She has managed to keep resources at hand.

Such as, online food ordering, a hacker friend/clinet, a medical professional, an understanding yet

curious delivery man and an addict neighbor. All of these people are critical to Jessica's existance

and the way she manipulates them was genius!This book is written in several different POVs, which

kept it interesting and suprising. I never wanted to put it down while I was reading it. The story takes

an amazing turn that had my stomach in knots, my brow perspiring and biting my nails. I really don't

want to give anything away so you'll just have to read it to find out.
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